
2 Years Old

Week 1

Theme: Life Cycles, Insects, Frogs and Toads



Title Supplies Needed Activity Steps

5 Frogs Sequencing and Fly Counting
5 Frog Sequencing and Fly Counting 
activity page, dry cereal (fruit loops, 
cheerios, etc.)

Print the 5 Frogs Sequencing and Fly 
Counting activity sheet. Teach your child to 
sequence from 1-5.  Look at the number on 
the first card and count the number of flies. 
Your child will count out the same number 
of cereal "flies" and put them on that card.  
Repeat until all the cards have the same 
number of flies and cereal pieces.  After the 
cards are done, eat the yummy cereal 
"flies."  

Ladybug Dots

Red construction paper, scissors, 
black crayon or marker.  Extension: 
Black paint, wiggly eyes, black pipe 
cleaners, glue.  Alternative: White 
paper, red crayon or marker.

Cut out a red oval (big enough to be a 
ladybug body).  Fold the oval in half 
lengthwise.  Open the folded oval back up 
and color black dots all over the ladybug.  
Alternative:  If you do not have red 
construction paper, you can use white 
paper and color the oval red.  Extension: 
You can glue on wiggly eyes for the eyes 
and black pipe cleaner for the antennae.   

"There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a 
Fly"

"There Was an Old Lady Who 
Swallowed a Fly" activity page, dry 
cereal (fruit loops, cheerios, etc.)

Visit the site: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApmE
M9-xA2c to watch the nursery rhyme: 
"There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a 
Fly." Print the "There Was an Old Lady Who 
Swallowed a Fly" activity page.  Place the 
number of cereal pieces in each square that 
match.  Example: Place one cereal piece in 
box 1, place 5 pieces of cereal in box 5, and 
so on. 

Small, Medium, or Large Activity
Butterfly Size Activity sheet,
assortment of any like items in 3 sizes

Print Butterfly Size Activity sheet and cut 
out each size butterfly card. Find other 
household items that can be sorted into 3 
sizes. Items can be anything – pillows, toys, 
cups, socks, etc.
Have children sort like items by size.

Sorting the Colors of the Rainbow Variety of household items

Have children sort items by color.
Line them up using the "ROYGBIV" color 
order: Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, 
Indigo, Violet.
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